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Abstract. News stories about publicly traded companies 
are labeled positive or negative according to price changes 
of the company stock. It is shown that models based on 
lexical features can distinguish good news from bad news 
with accuracy of about 70%. Unfortunately, this works only 
when stories are labeled according to cotemporaneous price 
changes but does not work when they are labeled according 
to subsequent price changes. 

 
Introduction 

The assessment of sentiment in written text is inevitably 
subjective and subject to considerable disagreement 
[Wiebe et al 2001a]. In some instances, such as starred 
movie [Turney 2002, Pang et al 2002], restaurant [Finn & 
Kushmerick 2003] or product [Kushal et al 2003] reviews, 
the author provides self-assessment. But in most cases, we 
require human judges to provide an assessment of a 
document's sentiment. The case of business news 
concerning a publicly-traded company is a special one, 
though, because price movements of the company's stock 
can serve as an objective measure of the valence of a news 
item (although, not every movement in price is a direct 
consequence of a given news story). The market effectively 
serves as judge.  

In this paper, we classify news stories about a company 
according to its apparent impact on the performance of the 
company's stock. We will check the extent to which a 
learned model can be used to classify out-of-sample texts 
in accordance with market reaction. That is, we will 
determine how much of the information in a news story 
that drives market reaction can be gleaned from textual 
features alone. We will also test the degree to which such 
learned models can be used to turn a profit. (To prevent 
letdown, let us note already that our conclusions in this 
regard will be somewhat pessimistic.) 

It is important to distinguish our approach from others 
[Das & Chen 2001, Seo et al 2002] which directly judge 
whether a story is good news or bad news in the hopes of 
turning a profit based on the assumption that what human 
judges deem to be good (bad) news leads to exploitable 

price increases (decreases). In this work, we avoid such 
assumptions by making no judgment regarding a story 
itself. We are interested only in the market's reaction to the 
story.  
 

Experiments 

As our initial data set, we gathered news stories concerning 
each of the stocks in the Standard & Poor index of 500 
leading stocks (S&P500) for the years 2000-2002. The 
stories were taken from the Multex Significant 
Developments corpus (which can be found at 
http://news.moneycentral.msn.com/ticker/sigdev.asp). The 
advantages of this particular corpus include that it covers 
only significant stories and eliminates redundancy. The 
total number of stories in our database is just over 12,000 – 
an average of 24 stories per stock. The average length of a 
story is just over 100 words – short enough to be focused 
but long enough to permit harvesting of statistics.  

We used two approaches to labeling a story as having 
positive/negative impact on stock price. In the first 
approach, we matched each story with the change in price 
of the relevant stock from the market close the day 
preceding the publication of the story to the market open 
the day following the story. Thus for example if the news 
appeared on January 15, we compared the price of the 
stock at the close of January 14 and the open of January 16. 
This period is long enough to reflect market reaction to the 
news regardless of the particular hour of January 15 when 
the news became public but short enough to minimize the 
chances that other significant market or company news 
might mask the impact of this story.  

A different approach, which we did not try, would be to 
assume that the time-stamp on the story accurately reflects 
the precise hour when the news became public and to 
check price changes during a narrower time band around 
that hour. Unfortunately, such an assumption would be 
unduly optimistic. 
 



In the second approach, we matched each story with the 
change in price of the relevant stock from the market open 
the day following the publication of the story and the 
market open the day following that one. Thus for example 
if the news appeared on January 15, we compared the price 
of the stock at the open of January 16 and the open of 
January 17. Although, the first approach provides a more 
reliable assessment of the story's impact, the second offers 
a more exploitable one since, if the story is published after 
market close, the next day's open is the first price at which 
an investor might be able to purchase the stock. 

In both cases, we defined a story as positive if the stock 
in question rose 10% or more and as negative if the stock 
declined 7.8% or more. We used these rather high 
thresholds because such dramatic price moves can be 
safely assumed to be reactions to news stories and not mere 
reflections of general market moves or random fluctuation. 
The lower threshold for downward moves was chosen so as 
to provide an equal number of negative examples as 
positive examples. Using our first approach, these 
thresholds resulted in 425 positive examples and 426 
negative examples. 

We also considered a subset of these stories that satisfied 
two additional conditions: 

1. The base price of the stock was at least $10. 
2. The percentage change in the stock price is in 

excess to the percentage change in the S&P.  
Such stories can be more reliably linked to the price 
change of the stock than those that do not satisfy these 
conditions. Approximately half the stories satisfied both 
conditions. 

We used as our feature set all words that appeared at 
least 60 times in the corpus, eliminating function words 
(with the exception of some obviously relevant words such 
as above, below, up and down). Since the texts are quite 
short, we represented each text as a binary vector reflecting 
whether or not a feature is present in the story, but ignoring 
frequency. Previous work [Pang et al 2002] has indicated 
that presence information is superior to frequency 
information for sentiment categorization. 

Our categorization methodology consisted of selecting 
the 100 features with highest information gain in the 
training corpus and then using a linear SVM (and other 
learners) to learn a model.  
 

Results 

Using our first labeling approach, 10-fold cross-validation 
experiments yielded accuracy of 70.3% using a linear 
SVM. Training on the entire 2000-2002 corpus, while 
testing on the 2003 corpus, yielded accuracy of 65.9%. 
Other learners, including Naïve Bayes and decision trees, 
yielded essentially the same results. Boosting and selection 
of other kernels for the SVM also had little effect on 

results. In addition, use of the narrower set of more reliable 
examples yielded essentially the same results despite the 
fact that the number of training examples was considerably 
smaller. 

Closer analysis of the results offers some interesting 
insights. There are a number of features that are clear 
markers of negative documents. These include words such 
as shortfall, negative and investigation. Documents in 
which any of these words appear are almost always 
negative. However, unlike Dickens' happy families, every 
happy stock story is happy in its own way. There are no 
markers of positive stories; positive stories are 
characterized only by the absence of negative markers. In 
fact, of the twenty words in the corpus with highest 
information gain, all are negative markers. As a result, 
recall for positive stories is high (83.3%) but precision is 
much lower (66.0%); the misclassified documents are 
mostly those negative stories which fail to have any of the 
standard markers. This trend is evident regardless of which 
learner is used. 

Since 77.5% of stories classified as negative really are 
negative, one might hope to develop a strategy which could 
leverage this information to make short investments based 
on such stories. But recall that the labeling approach we 
have been using measures price moves from before the 
appearance of the story. To invest at that base price on the 
basis of a not-yet-published story would involve look-
ahead unavailable to an investor not in possession of inside 
information. The honest investor interested in exploiting 
published news to select an investment vehicle, must use 
our second labeling approach which reflects price moves 
subsequent to the publication of the story. Unfortunately, 
10-fold cross-validation experiments using this labeling 
approach yield much more modest results of just above 
52% – probably too small a margin to overcome the cost of 
trading. This bears out the so-called Efficient Markets 
Hypothesis [Fama 1970]: "prices fully reflect all available 
information". 
 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we can learn to automatically characterize 
news stories about stocks according to their market impact 
with moderate success. At the very least, we can reliably 
identify certain stories as negative. More sophisticated 
features, such as word collocation [Wiebe et al 2001b], 
might improve matters, but other learning methods are 
unlikely to improve results significantly.  

However, our experiments leave little room for optimism 
that analysis of news stories might be successfully parlayed 
into an investment strategy. It may be, though, that labeling 
news stories according to their price impact in a period of 
several minutes or hours following first publication of the 
story would yield more promising results. 
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